Introducing Adaxes
Adaxes is a management and automation solution that provides enhanced administration experience to Active Directory,
Exchange, and Microsoft 365 environments, and enables safe delegation of tasks to users via a modern intuitive Web Interface.
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Adaxes features a rule-based platform for Active Directory,
Exchange, and Microsoft 365 automation, provides an
enhanced web-based management environment, gives you
a role-based access control model for delegating privileges,
adds security with approval-based workflow, allows
enforcing corporate data standards, and much more.

Adaxes Role-Based Access Control model makes following
the least privilege principle extremely easy. It also gives
you centralized control over permissions, so you can
delegate, manage, and revoke them timely and efficiently.

Adaxes Web Interface allows managing Active Directory from any
device via a standard web browser. It provides a clean and intuitive
UI for admins, help desk, and other staff to execute their AD
administration tasks, and a self-service portal for regular users. The
Web Interface is fully customizable, so everyone always gets access to
the exact views, forms, and operations they need – no more, no less.

Adaxes Password Self-Service allows users to reset forgotten
passwords and unlock accounts by themselves after they verify their
identity by answering security questions and/or providing a code
received via SMS, email or a mobile app (e.g. Google Authenticator).
It also works offsite and offline, covering users who forget their
password while working from home or on business trips.

Adaxes allows you to automate the process of assigning and
revoking of Microsoft 365 licenses using condition-based
rules. It also enables you to manually configure Exchange
Online mailboxes and manage M365 licenses via the same
Web Interface you use for Active Directory tasks.
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With Adaxes, all user lifecycle management procedures can be fully
automated, including provisioning, re-provisioning, and
deprovisioning in Active Directory and connected systems,
such as Exchange, Microsoft 365, and Skype for Business.

Adaxes lets you add approval steps to practically any
operation in your Active Directory environment. Such
approach allows delegating more responsibilities to lower
level staff without losing control or adding any security risks.

With Adaxes Web Interface, all Active Directory, Exchange,
and Microsoft 365 tasks are combined into a single place. It
provides a simple and elegant management experience,
eliminating the need for users to learn multiple tools and
switch between them in day-to-day routines.

Adaxes automates creation and management of Exchange
mailboxes both on-premises and in Microsoft 365. Any other
Exchange-related tasks that require human interaction can be
executed via Adaxes Web Interface, eliminating the need to
use multiple tools for Active Directory and Exchange.

Adaxes provides detailed reports on your Active Directory
environment. In addition to the 200+ built-in ones, Adaxes
gives you a powerful platform to create your own custom
reports of any complexity. It supports centralized
scheduling and also allows users to schedule the reports of
their choice for themselves.
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What you get with Adaxes
Increased Security

Reduced Workload
Automated day-to-day routines, streamlined user lifecycle
management, self-service portal, Web Interface — all that can

model and automated user provisioning and deprovisioning.

Standardized AD Environment
Comprehensive tracking and reporting enables advanced
analysis and monitoring of the enterprise resources making
your Active Directory environment a more regulated and
elaborated place.

Adaxes allows you to enforce corporate standards on your
Active Directory data, minimizing possible human factor
mistakes and making the management process cleaner and
easier

Paul Cunningham
exchangeserverpro.com

Once I saw Adaxes in action I realized it would very easily replace many
of the native management tools that IT admins use, such as AD Users &
Computers, the Exchange Admin Center, and the collection of custom
scripts that tend to build up over time.
Personally, if I was implementing automation for Active Directory and
Exchange administration by an IT operations team today, I would
seriously consider building it on Adaxes.

More about Adaxes
There are many more great features that come with Adaxes. You can try it yourself with a free 30-day trial that comes with no limitations on user
count or functionality and is available for download at adaxes.com.
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